Blakewood Cattery

Breed:
Date of Birth:

Kathleen and William Hoos
1753 Blakewood Drive
Chambersburg, Pa 17201
(717-263-5915)

Color:

[ ] Male [ ] Female
Registration Number:

Sire:
Dam:
CFA Papers: Supplied upon proof of neuter
Inoculations:
Kittens are sold as:
[ ] Pets - must be neutered; may NOT be shown, NO DECLAWING
[ ] Premiership - cat may be shown
[ ] Breeder - may be shown
Selling Price: $
Down Payment $
Amount Due: $
The terms of the sale of the above kitten are as follows:
1. The Cattery guarantees that the kitten is Feline Leukemia negative. The Cattery
will replace any kitten that dies from FIP in a 90 day period following sale, upon
receipt of the appropriate necropsy report. After 90 days, and prior to 1 year, a
substantial discount on a new kitten is offered. All other health issues are the
responsibility of the owner after 72 hours. It is recommended that the kitten be
examined by a veterinarian within that period. If the kitten is found to be
medically deficient in any way a full refund will be provided. The cattery must be
notified with in the guarantee period of any problems, failure to notify the cattery
voids the guarantee.
2. The kitten will be replaced for a period of one year from sale for any genetic
defect that might arise. The purchaser must provide veterinarian documentation
of any such problem.

3. The kitten is required to be neutered prior to reaching eight (8) months of age.
Proof of neutering must be supplied to the cattery within eight months and ten
days of the birth of the kitten, upon receipt of proof of neutering the CFA papers
will promptly be forwarded to the owner of the kitten.
4. In the event that the kitten is not neutered according to this agreement, the owner
of the kitten shall owe the cattery $1000 for breach of contract.
5. This cat may not be sold, leased, given or transferred to any pet store, research
laboratory, humane society, SPCA, or similar facility, without the Cattery being
given the right to purchase the cat for the sum of $1.00. Any person who
improperly received the cat covered by this agreement does so subject to the right
of the cattery to claim the cat.
6. The buyer agrees to keep the cat indoors at all times, unless on a leash or in a
carrier.
7. The buyer acknowledges that the use of the FIP vaccine voids all guarantees.
8. The buyer agrees to pay all court costs and reasonable attorney’s frees of the
Cattery involved in any litigation or threatened litigation resulting from this
contract.
The buyer does hereby appoint as attorney in fact any lawyer admitted to practice law in
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for the purpose of accepting service of any lawsuit
initiated by the Cattery; said attorney in fact shall make reasonable effort to promptly
notify the buyer of the receipt of service.
This agreement has been made in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and is subject to
the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
The parties hereto, intending to be legally bound hereby, enter into this agreement on
___________.

_________________________
Blakewood Cattery owner

_______________________
Buyer

